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UNLOCKING BENEFITS OF CHANGE
FOR CONSUMERS

Integration of distributed energy resources and flexible demand
Consumers have led the decentralisation charge by enthusiastically embracing solar PV, batteries and smart
appliances to manage demand and cut bills by selling “home-made” power to the grid. But the system and
networks were set up for the old world - just to get power to homes, and not back the other way as well.
Two-way flows are here and problems are emerging. We need to fix them so everyone can make the most of
new energy technologies and allow renewables to lower overall system costs.

We report back to energy ministers in
mid-2021 with final recommendations
for a redesigned electricity market.

Have your say:

PROPOSAL FOR REFORM PATHWAY
IMMEDIATE

INITIAL

New technical
standards for
household energy
technologies

Voluntary
scheduled-lite
reforms

IMPACT
Consumer risk
assessment tool

IMPACT
Changes in how electricity is
supplied (solar/batteries) and
how consumers engage (like
selling power back to the grid
and dealing with aggregators)
means ongoing assessment
of required protections for all
consumers is central.

NEXT

New rules starting December
21 will ensure home systems
don’t disconnect during
periods of network voltage
instability. More work starts
mid-year on proposed
governance rules for DER
technical standards.

Trader
services model
for a two-sided
market

Tariff and
pricing reform

IMPACT

IMPACT
Creating a universal participant
registration category to make
it easier for service providers to
enter the market and offer
innovative products to customers.

Considering options to
increase visibility of
home generation and
flexible demand so they
can be valued and
rewarded in the market.

Expanding
flexible trading
arrangements

IMPACT

Keeping control of
the system when
solar PV cuts
day-time demand

IMPACT
So households can easily
separate controllable (batteries,
pool pumps) from uncontrollable
appliances so they can be easily
rewarded for flexible demand and
home-grown generation.

IMPACT
Minimum demand for grid
energy is a new problem for
system security. Our proposed
solution includes last resort
backstops like those used in
South Australia, and rewarding
customers where they can
offer flexibility to the grid.

This is an enabling
process to inform
development of
continuing reforms
needed to continue
integrating
distributed energy
resources.

Principles
to guide
inoperability and
communications

IMPACT
Critical for DER integration.
Work is already underway on
new rules to promote
investment in solar PV export
services and pricing tools to
reward customers for choices
that help improve network
operations.

Maturity
plan

IMPACT
So consumers can move easily
between service providers,
bringing their equipment and
data with them. Also making
sure new services have the right
consumer protections.

20%
of electricity
customers already
sell excess electricity
back to the grid
HERE COMES THE SUN
Percent of all demand
from solar PV by 2025

CONSUMER
BENEFIT

In the new electricity market consumers should be able to get energy services they
value at a price they want. Much like a mobile phone plan, people want to pick services
knowing their consumer rights are protected. They won’t need to see the back engine
that will make it possible to have cheaper energy – it will be done for them. For owners
of distributed energy resources, efficient integration would provide opportunities to
maximise returns on their investment. This could range from using their exported
electricity to reduce their bills, to accessing and participating in the growing number
of new energy services markets – or a combination of both. Efficient integration could
also significantly benefit non-owners through lower total system costs.
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